Dear Prospective Parents,
At The British School Quito, we know how important it is for parents to make the right decision when
choosing a school for their children. As parents, it is perhaps the single most important decision we can make.
Successful schools strive to develop exceptional students, ready to take on the challenge of further study at
university and then to take their place in the world. We also know that schools must help to nurture a strong
sense of morality, emotional intelligence and a sense of service in their students. At BSQ, our values guide
our daily thoughts and actions:
Our Values:

We live and learn together with respect and care for each other.
We live and learn with a happy and welcoming attitude to everyone.
We live and learn with an active and determined approach to out ambition.

At BSQ we believe that education is a shared journey, where students are the heart of everything we do. The
school is well known for its friendly atmosphere and excellent academic programme. We are also an
International Baccalaureate World School offering the IB Diploma in Years 12 and 13, and currently the only
school in Quito to offer, in English, all of the Higher IB programmes of Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology
and the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) from Cambridge International
Examinations in Years 10 and 11.
The focus for our teachers is on student-centred learning, with an interactive learning environment; one in
which each individual students is challenged to achieve personal and academic excellence and celebrate the
unique talents of every individual. We aim for our learners to have the opportunity to study at a university of
their choice anywhere in the world.
Students from The British School Quito have gone on to study at international universities such as Imperial
College London, Metropolitan London, University of Edinburgh, Southampton University, Newcastle
University, The University of Manchester, Exeter University, Syracuse University, California State, University
of Chicago, Melbourne University, Trent University, Hong Kong University of Science, Michigan State,
University of Toronto, Nanjing University, New York University, Savannah College of Art & Design and
Wentworth Institute of Technology. We also have students enter USFQ, PUCE, and UDLA here in Quito.
The school hires only fully qualified, trained and experienced professionals to teach the British Curriculum.
For Spanish and Ecuadorian Social Studies, we select the best local professionals.
From the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) in Nursery and Reception through to our graduating students
in Year 13 we can guarantee that your child will find a warm welcome, our respect and care and a
determination to help achieve their ambitions.
If you need additional information, please contact us at admissions@britishschoolquito.edu.ec or on
telephone numbers (02) 237 4649-50-51 ext. 103.
Kind Regards,

Mrs. Emma Newman
Principal

